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 Experience 
providing practical 
special FX and 
special effects 
makeup on 26 
feature films 
including ‘Cop Car’ 
starring Kevin 
Bacon and Shea 
Whigham. 

 Created multiple civilian injury simulations during Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) training exercises involving various Colorado police agencies and SWAT 
personnel (Operation Buffalo Shield at CU Boulder campus and various others). 

 Completed special makeup effects work on 26 feature films and numerous TV series 
including ‘Fight to Survive’, an Outdoor Channel series focused on true survival 
stories involving major traumatic injuries in a wilderness setting. 

 Travel Ready with Location-
Specific Preparedness | MMFX is 
experienced in world travel and 
location-specific preparedness for 
the enhancement of your training 
exercise. 

 Discretion | MMFX is familiar & 
comfortable working with clients 
requiring confidentiality and 
placing great value on privacy. 

 Realistic reproduction and simulation of injuries 
and/or fatalities (also called moulage) enhances 
training exercises and education by activating the 
sympathetic nervous system and stress responses in 
trainees, providing a more realistic, more 
memorable training experience.  

Our team can even apply injury simulation FX 
makeups to your team, personnel, students, family 
members, etc. so that safety trainees can confront 
and train for the stress/emotional impact of what 
may be witnessed during an active-shooter or other 
injury or fatality emergency; as well as how to 
respond. 

Knowing what to do and preparing for what you may 
see during an active-shooter event or other injury 
emergency may save the precious seconds that could 
save yours or someone else’s life. 

 Ultra-high quality reproduction of human anatomical 
structures, including simulation of injuries and 
fatalities forms the basis for almost every Monster 
Makeup FX™ project. 

 MMFX simulated injuries are designed to be 
completely convincing tactilely and visually, both to 
the naked eye and video recording equipment. 

Monster Makeup FX creates realistic and hyper-realistic injury and fatality 

simulation effects for active-shooter and other safety training and 

education programs using Hollywood-quality practical special FX 

techniques and special effects makeup. 

 Almost Any Injury! 
 Gunshot Wounds 
 Stabbing Injuries 
 Lacerations 
 Embedded Objects 

(glass, debris, etc.) 

 Provided injury simulation special FX makeup 
for Cine-Med AORN Nurses Training & 
Educational materials. 

 Conducted Casualty Simulation and Moulage 
Advanced Prosthetics training sessions for 
United States Air Force medical personnel. 

 


